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ROSMANSEARCH INC.
TARGETED NEUROLOGY RECRUITING
We set out to create a completely new type of recruitment service—a truly expert, high-integrity neurology search service you can
trust. Our large, dedicated team of specially-trained neurology recruiters possess a detailed knowledge of:

How your neurology subspecialty can impact your compensation, as well as current market information relevant to your particular
job search
How your choice of whether to join an independent practice, a hospital-employed community practice, or an academic practice is
likely to impact your ability to develop the type of subspecialized practice you may want
How the type of practice you join is likely to impact your short-term and long-term compensation
How to navigate the intricacies of visa sponsorship and can provide resources about J-1 visa waivers
Different types of inpatient and outpatient call structures and call pay
How your location may impact your compensation

We live and breathe neurology recruitment and we are here to help you.

We promise:
To advise you honestly

Come meet us at the
Virtual Exhibit Hall or
follow us on LinkedIn!

To help you spend your time wisely during the recruitment process
To earn your respect through our expertise and professionalism
To provide you with resources to assist you with every aspect of your job search from your first interview to accepting an offer

Our Mission:
Our mission is to serve the needs of the neurosciences community by placing quality neurosurgeons and neurologists, as well as PAs
and NPs for neurosurgery and neurology programs, with quality practices, academic departments, and hospitals nationwide. While
there are other search firms engaged in recruiting, our mission is to be the best, the most expert, and the one that is know for quality
service—every time!

100+ Academic & Academically Affiliated
Opportunities Currently Available!

Cities with Opportunities by Region¹
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Opportunities by Subspecialty²
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¹As of date of publish - 9/3/2020
² Several practices are open to multiple subspecialties to fill vacancies. As of date of publish - 8/3/2020

Epilepsy
Behavioral
Child
Clinical Neurophysiology
Endovascular
Stroke/Neurohospitalist
General
Headache
Movement Disorders
Multiple Sclerosis
Neurocritical Care
Sleep
Neuro-Oncology
Leadership Positions
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